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Eighty-one children from one classroom each of

kindergarten, first, second and third grades v/ere ranked

on measures of popularity and cognitive and social

development. The measure of social development was

developed for this study and consisted of combined ratings

from the following four measures: reason for friendship,

stability of friendship, names not known, R.nd congruenoy

of friendships. The tvro measures of physical concept

development were measures of conservation and classification.

Piaget proposes that during the grades studied,

physical and social concepts are closely related to each

other and are parallel in their development. He also

proposes that various systems of cognition are becoming

Interconnected during this period and that peer interaction



is a causal force helping; to bring sibout this qualitative

change in cognition. -

Two hypotheses, based on Piaget's formulations,

vrere examined. The fir&t hypothesis vras that peer rela-

tions develop in a manner parallel to the development of

physical concepts. This hypothesis was significantly

supported in the present study. Both cognitive and social

skills progress from kindergarten through the third grade

in a similar manner.

The second hypothesis vjas that a child's cognitive

development would be directly affected by the quality of a

child's peer relations. Popularity rankings vrere used to

judge the quality of a child's peer relations. Popularity

was found to be closely related to social development but

its relation to physical concept development was rela-

tively minor.

Implications regarding theories of cognitive

development, education arid psychotherapy T'?ere briefly

discussed.
.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Kany developmental theorists propose that cog-

nitive processes are highly interrelated and interde-

peisient. On the other hand, learning theorists generally

propose processes vrhich are comparatively Independent and

propose that relatedness is an experiential function.

This study primarily concerns the former position and in

particular cognitive development as proposed by Jean.

Piaget.

The present paper examities structure changes

which Piaget and other theorists infer to take place at

about seven years of age. Piaget proposes that peer

interaction is a major factor influencing these cognitive

changes. He also proposes that the social development of

the child progresses in a manner parallel to and reflec-

ti-!?e of cognitive development. The interrelation of

cognitive development, social development, and peer

interaction in the first four years of school is the

focus of this study.
'

,

Theory

There are several terms from Piaget' s work.

1



which are necessary for a clear understanding of his

theory and these are described in the follovring paragraphs:

Structure . The term structure refers to organizational

properties of intelligence and Piaget's primary Interest

is in the qualitative genesis of intellectual structure.

Content . This is the raw external behaviors from which

structures are inferred. Piaget's use of content in his

experiments has come to epitomize his work and consists

of the study of systematic errors occurring in a setting

which permits the child to display his natural cognitive

orientation.

Function . By the term function Piaget refers to the

biological substrate upon vrhich intelligence is founded

and it consists of organization and adaption. This bio-

logical substrate is a manner of interacting with the

environment. This mode of interaction generates structures

and never varies despite structures it creates. Its

properties (organization and adaption) are referred to as

functional invariants.

Organization and Adapti on . All living organisms adapt

and have organlr^ati onal properties T^hich allow this

adaption. Adaption is the outer aspect of functioning

and always presupposes an underlying organization.

Adaptive behavior cannot proceed from an undifferentiated

source. Thus, the adaptive processes furnish the material

for the structures v;hile it is the organizational process

V7hlch builds them (Flavell, I963). Adaption consists of
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two processes: assimilation and accoirrsiodation.

Assimilation and Ao22SS£|^^PJl« Adaption is said to ha^e

occurred vrhen an interaction with Uie environment modifies

the organism such that further favorable interchanges are

enhanced. Assimilation is slBiilar to generalization end

consists of cognitively changing elements of the environ-

ment so they become incorporated into the structure of the

organism. Accommodation, on the other hand, is similar

to discrimination and consists of the organism adjusting

to the elements (Flavell, I963),

EguiJ^i^rium. The manner of building structures is de-

velopmentally invariant v^hile the types of structures

built are stage dependent as necessitated by the hier-

archical organization v/hich comprises the structures.

The development of a particular structure is described as

coming into equilibrium. This consists of a balance

betvreen assimilation and accommodation irhere a realistic

(accommodation) and meaningful (assimilation) relation

between subject and object is reached. Here, object

refers to a particular object, a relationship, a thought

or T?hatever is cognitively acted upon. This balance is a

functional relationship betvreen naive realism and

autism (Flavell, I963).

Egocentrism . V/hlle assimilation and accommodation always

occur throughout development, the relation between the two

varies. Of primary importance for the present paper is

their cyclical relationship vvhich occurs at each level



of cognitive growth. At each stage they are at first
i-*

undifferentiated and then they "beccme progi:-essiVBly

separated and coordinated. The initial state of un-

differentiation of the functional iirv..:. io-nos defines the

concept of egocentrisn (Piaget, 1952). DecentratIon

describes the decline of egocentrism with growth.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing the

relative positions of the terms vhlch. have been described.

Pigiire 1. A Schematic Diagram of the Cognitive

Mechanisms.

Piaget 's primary interest has been in structural

development. Structure is seen, in Piaget «s theorizing, as

being interposed between content and function and serves to

mediate betx^een the two. Briefly, function refers to the

manner of cognitive progress, content refers to external

behavior and structure refers to inferred organizational

properties which explain why particular content occurs

(Plavell, 1963).

Structure



Coffnltl-ge Progress . ,
-

Cognitive progress is possible through the

interaction of assimilation and accoKmodation. Accommo-

dative acts are always being extend' ^
'

^ : - '\ different

features of the surround and to the extent that a newly

accommodated feature can fit somevrhere in the existing

structure, it vfill be assimilated. Through assiiallation

the structure is changed and further accojaiaodative exten-

sions are possible. This process of adaption is both

complex and important and further description follows

(Flavell. 1963).

As stated in the definition of egocentrisrii, a??-

similation and accommodation have a cyclical relationship

recurring at each level of cognitive development; at

first u.ndifferentiated and progressively separated and

coordinated. One of the repeated ps<.tterns of th??ir inter-

action first takes place in infancy. Here, in terms of

sensory-motor actions, development proceeds from profound

egocentrism to a final state of objectivity and equilibrium.

The initial egocentrism is characterized by assimilation

and accommodation being undifferentiated yet mutually

antagonistic in their functioning. That they are undif-

ferentiated is demonstrated by the fact that an object and

the activity to vjhich the object is assimilated are an in-

divisible experience, the infant being unable to distinguish

his acts from the events which these acts produce or the

object upon which they are directed. The early antagonism



of nssiiailatlon and accomodation stews frora their un-

differentiation because the child cannot separate his

action from its consequences. The necessity for new ac-

commodations in order to assimilate the new objects is

experienced as frustrating. As self and world become

separated, the accompanying coordination of assimilation

and accommodation lead to the forementioned state of objec-

tivity and equilibrium; the assimllatory schemata are so

organised that they easily incorporate the products which

accommodation presents to them (Piaget, 195^)

•

Thus, v^ith differentiation there is simultane-

ously an outward process of the establishment of external

roality and an inward process of self-awareness and this

differentiation process is vrhe re, cognition begins. Cogni-

tion begins not with knowledge of self or object but of

their interaction, "...and it is by orienting itself

simultaneously tovrard t\jo poles of that interaction that

intelligence organizes itself by organizing the world"

(Flavell, 1963, p. 62).

The v?hole ontogenetic development is a series of

equilibrium achievements, of evolution from undifferentia-

tion of assimilation and accommodation to differentiation

(equilibrium). The achievement of equilibrium discussed

here was in regard to sensory-motor acts but the same

process takes place with symbolic manipulations for the

preschool child who is not avjare of the distortions of his

representations of reality due to an inability to see



things from a point of vievr other ths,n his ov?-..^ Like the

infant, his reality representations are distorted by one-

perspecti-ve assimilations which he hv,c to int.-srpret. Thus,

at se^reral levels of developmont ccgiiitlon siifiu.l taneously

proceeds Inward and outward frosa the boundary of self ana

milieu (Flavell, I963; Piasst» 195^!-).

The more egocentric the child, tho less he knows

of himself and the less ob^JoctlTlty he shov?s. The objectl-

fication of real-ity pi'ocecds parallel to the acquisition

of self-perception. Ob;5Qctivity and egocentrism varj--

inversely wheni s-.pplied to either self or world. Whereas

functioning is characterized as bein^ stage free, structure

Is discussed in terms of three major stages of development.

Stapes of Cognitive Deyeloj)ment

The structural evolution over the course of

development has been partitioned into qualitative stages.

If intellectual development were Just a matter of con-

tinuous development where skills simply became better

and better vrith no qualitative changes of structure, there

would be no need for stages. Hovjever, the qualitative

heterogeneity of intellectual development is sufficient

to warrant siich analysis, A further property which a

useful developmental series must possess to permit stage-

wise description is that of invariant sequences of stage

attainment. Piaget posits two other properties for his

stages. First, the structures of earlier stages become
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incorporated into those of the fol^otjlng and, second, the

properties of the structure of a given. stage always form

an integrated whole (Flavell, I963).

The three major stages of cognitive development

which Piaget proposes are: sensory-motor, concrete

operations and formal operations. The period of concrete

operations contains t-ijo major substages; first is that of

preoperational representations (ages 2-7) and second is

that of concrete operations (ages 7-11). Further, within

the period of preopei*ational representations, he presents

three more divisions, the last of these being one of

articulated representations or intuitions (5l~7)» The

present paper primarily concerns the trans iti on . from

preoperational representations, tp_concrete operations .

The major stage, called concrete operations,

which extends from ages 2-11 is concerned tfith construct-

ing reality in terms of representations and freeing

thought from perception and action. Firtct the child

constructs symbols and communications, and at the end of

the period the child's central processes become pro-

gressively more autonomous, Piaget describes this autonomy

as a decentering process. The intuitive division is

transitional between the syrabol construction and the

autonomy from perception and action. Intuitive operations

represent the first meager attempts at decentering and

achieving reversibility of thought, thus allowing the

rigid static structures typical of preoperational tho\ight

i



to becoKS aore flexible. This transitional intuitive

stage represents a reasonably goal-directed bv.t still

impressionable and unsystematic manner of thinking

(Flavell, 1963*. Piaget, 195'*-).

Cognition at all levels is the application of

actions to the milieu. At the sensory-raotor levels the

actions are external and observable and through the course

of development the cognitive actions become progressively

internalized and less concrete. Further, and most im- •

portant for the present paper, these actions gradually

form systems of actions: concrete operations. •
.

Social Milieu as an Independent Variable

Piaget states that he is not interested in the

independent variables affecting the course of cognitive

grovxth and he professes soma doubt that the rapid progress

which many people are attempting to achieve is beneficial

(Piaget, 1964), citing the fact that animals progress

much faster through some of the same cognitive stages,

Bruner (I966) and Vygotsky (196?-) consider this problem

in mors detail in their investigations of various social

agencies and their effect upon cognitive growth. One

result was that Br-uner also raises cautions concerning

the effects of rapid progression through cognitive

development (I966). A further result of stvidying inde-

pendent variables rather than qualitative structures

appears to be a shift in the meaning of the term stage.
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For Bruner and for Vygotsky, v/ho study many of the same

phenomana as Piaget, stages ai*e defined by periods of

change (for example, the transitional period between pre-

operations and concrete operations is the "stage").

Piaget defines each stage by the most advanced skill

within a period of development and a stage is the period

between transitions c Possibly, the transitional periods

are more sensitive to the inflicence of Independent

variables and this vrould have the effect of iralcing effects

more noticeable. Further, during periods of relatively

rapid change the measurements of differences become easier.

The current Investigation is concerned with an independent

variable and focuses upon a transitional stage of develop-

ment.

Steaming from the work of Bruner and vygotsky Is

a contention that the social milieu exerts a greater in-

fluence upon cognition than Piaget' s system purports.

This statement must be qualified by two points. First,

Piaget proposes that cognitive and social development are

"inseparable and parallel." Second, he claims he Is not

Interested in independent variables (Piaget, I969).

Thus, all three theorists envision the social milieu as

closely interacting vrlth cognition. For Piaget, it is a

coherent Ingredient of a person's conceptual framework and

for Bruner and Vygotsky it functions outside their systems.

'

- , <!^'< ..

Social Development

In order to understand clearly the process of



socialization vrithln Plaget's system it is necessary to

exanrin-:: more closely what the achievement of stages

represents--particularly concrete operations.

A previous discussion explained that infants

proceed frosi profound egocentrism to objectivity, from a

state in vjhich objects and self are undifferentiated to a

state in ifhich objects are conceived as being independent

of personal activity (Piaget, 1952). V/hile the young

infant operates on a sensory-motor or direct action plane

of representation, the preoperational child operates on a

plane of representation where symbol and symbolized

become progressivsly differentiated to a point of equi-

librium bet'vjeen assimilation and accommodation. The con-

crete operational child also operates on the plane of re-

presentation but the primary characteristic of this stage

is the grouping of structure, the ability to utilize more

than one skill at a time (Piaget, 195^^-; Inlielder & Piaget,

1958).

The concrete operational child has an integrated

system from which to operate and the result is that the

contents of his vorld, through the imposition of his

structures wpon them, are placed in a perspective which

takes into account the various facets of the system.

On the other hand the preoperational child considers only

the cognizer's point of view or the obvious characteristics

of the object. The cognizer's world at this stage is not

accepted as being Just as it appears but is seen in light
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oi" the system, and the child discovers regularities and

laws in his vrorld (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958).

In terms of actions, the concrete operational

child behaves for the first time in terms of an integrated

network of possible actions. The vforld is now beginning

to be lawfully and predictably organized and thought is

achieving primacy over perception. On the plane of repre-

sentational thought social relationships or coordination

among individual minds evolve in the same manner as do

space relations, object relations and, in fact, these

all evolve in the sane manner as the action world of the

sensory-motor infant. In all of these examples assimila-

tion and accommodation begin chaotically undifferentiated

and progress toward harmony and balance.

For the sonsor^-motor infant there are no social

relationships just as there is no object permanence,

awareness of self nor internal subjective life. By seans

of sensory-motor coordination the infant's own ego becomes

differentiated and his body situated in a spatially and

causally organized field of permanent objects and other

persons similar to himself . This first dccGntoring

process is ontogenetically folloT-red by symbolic functioning,

language representation and communication x^lth others and

the differentiation of symbol and symbolized is where the

decentering process occurs. V/ith the advent of concrete

operations and the concomitant decentering, it becomes

possible for the child to objectively structure relation-



ships bstv.-een classes, relations, and numbers; socially,

he acquires skill in interindivldiial relations in a co-

operative framework. The acquiring social cooperation

jand structuring^ of cop^nitive operations are two aspects

of the same developmental processes .

The primary achievement of concrete operations

was said to be the grouping of operations. Socially, the

preoperational child is unaware of other points of view,

only later during concrete operations placing his vievf

among other points of view. Reciprocity replaces personal

perspective (egocentricity ) as a result of the reconcilia-

tion of assimilation of reality to the self with accommoda-

tion to the thought of others.

One of the most prominent characteristics of the

preoperational child is his social egocentrism. The

replacemsnt of subjective and unreflective egocentrism by

reflection and an objective perspective is one of the most

important achievements of the concrete operational stage

(Piaget, 1964). V/ith decentration, one's own thoughts

are placed in perspective where they may be seen as

thoughts among other thoughts. The egocentric child with

his subjective perspective is by definition unable to

recognize other possibilities and cannot recognize when

he is virong. Often obvious contradictions have no effect

and correcting accommodations are not made and the assimila-

tion is subjective. Egocentrism vrith its lack of intro-

spection, its rigidity, its lack of logical justification



is overcome not simply by experience with objects and

events but primarily through social interaction vrith peers ,

In the course of peer interaction» especially conflicts and

arguments, the child is forced to examine his own conten-

tions (Piaget, 1928), Therefore, experience, especially

with peerv^, is needed to break down the egocentrisw of the

preoperational child in order to allov; him to consider

other perspectives. This decentration is the beginnins of

grouping which eventually enables thought to escape the

immediate and obvious. Conceptual thought derives from laws

and commonalities as in true generalization and one of the

most primary sources of common laws is interpersonal

cooperation and its verifying judgements.

Purpose of Study

The current study attempts to focus upon peer

exposure and socialization as they relate to cognitive

development. Peer exposure is considered as an independent

variable. If Piaget's proposals are correct, progress

into concrete operations should vary directly v;ith the

amount of peer exposure a child experiences. He coiisiders

cognitive and affective reactions as indiw^sociable. The

two are parallel but interdependent and feelings express

the value and the interest of any action, neither determin-

ing the other, as each is a part of the same behavior

(Piaget, 1969). Therefore, the more affectively positive

that the child's peer interactions are, the more he v;ill
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seek and the greater his progress toward mastery of con-

crete operations v;ill be. This study assumes, then, that

the more popular children will receive more peer exposure.

Socialization was considered in tvjo ways. First,

socialization was considered as a dependent variable

directly related to the effects of popularity. Second,

the development of socialization was compared to the

development of cognitive structures. The interpersonal

relations of the pre-operational child are, as are his

object relations, egocentric, transitory and field de- •

pendent rather than persisting relations based on

reciprocity and individual autonomy vjhlch occur with the

attainment of concrete operations. Thus, social develop-

ment is an integral part of cognitive development and

its course of development should parallel that of cognitive

development.

Related Research .

Direct support for the hypothesis of popularity

and cognitive development comes from a study by Goldschmid

(1968) in which she studied the relation between conserva-

tion abll Ity and emotional and environmental aspects of

development. She found popular peers to be more adept at

conservation. Secondary support comes from another study

by Goldschmid (196?) and a study by Neale (I966) who both

found emotionally disturbed and institutionalized children

to be slower in achieving conservation (Goldschmid) and >

slower at overcoming egocentrism (Neale).
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A few studies not conducted for the purpose

of testing Piaget's proposals shovr the predicted trend of

social development. The present study will attempt to

demonstrate this trend more comprehensively, A series of

studies by J.S. Horrocks, Mae S. Buker and G.G. Thompson

(19^6, 19^7 and 1951) demonstrate the trend of greater

stability of friendships as the children advance in

school. R.C. Challman (1932) was unable to establish that

friendships among preschool children were based on simi-

larities of the children Involved while in 192? P.H.-

Furfey had found similarities such as age, height, v/eight

and intelligence determining the selection of school

"chums". These studies demonstrate some progress tovxard

friendship based on autonomy since the preoperational

child sees all people as being the same and Just like him

and there is no reason to expect choosing of particular

friends. Further, Rosalind Dymond, Anne J. Hughs and

Virginia L. Raabe in 1952 found that second graders place

more value on externals for friendship while sixth graders

more often emphasize personality factors. This is con-

gruent with the establishment of peer autonomy and with

rising above the field dependency and surface characterlza

tlon as the older children should do. A later study

by Byrne and Griffett (I966) found that similarity of

attitudes and consensual validation help determine inter-

personal attraction in fourth grade children. Tiieir

developmental testing did not extend below the fourth
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grade. This is consistent with Piaget*s propositions and

it would be expected that this effect would progressively

decline as the children were in earlier grades.

Thus, relevant studies indicate some support' for

the expected course of social development in relation to

cognitive development.

The following hypotheses, based on the proposals

and experimentation of Jean Piaget, were investigated.

Hypothesis I The development of peer relations

will, through the age range tested,

... parallel that of physical concept

development.

Hypothesis II The individual's progress in cog-

nitive development will vary

directly with the affective

quality of his peer relations.

These hypotheses were pursued by obtaining

measures of popularity, socialization and physical concept

development. Evidence for direct effects of popularity

upon socialization and cognition was examined. The re-

lationship between social development and cognitive

development was also examined.



CHAPTER II .

'.

\
'

. METHOD

The problem explored In this investigation con-

cerns the achievement of concrete operations when the

child is about seven years of age. It vras proposed

that both social and cognitive skills are integral and

inseparable parts of this achievement and parallel develop-

ment xvould be demonstrable. The progress in social and

cognitive skills should be parallel since they both reflect

the amount of progress toward concrete operations. Thus,

interpersonal relations were studied as both a dependent

and an independent variable and the more traditional skills

were studied as dependent variables.

Sub.jects . Eighty-one subjects from the first four grades

of school vxere used in the study. There was a kinder-

garten class of 20 children, a first grade class of 19,

a secorjd grade class of 21 and a third grade class of 21.

The school was located in a relatively small town in

Wyoming and the population is quite stable and homogeneous.

Of the subjects used in the experiment, there v;as one

Indian and eighty Caucaslon students.

Procedure . The data collection proceeded in three parts.

There were two measures of physical concept development

18



and a modified sociogram. The two cognltire measures

assessed the child's ability to classify and the child's

ability to conserve while the sociogram measured the

child's social decentration and the child's popularity.

1. The first measure of cognitive growth was

through the use of the Concept Assessment Kit. This has

been developed by 1-Iarcell M. Goldsohmid and Peter K.

Bentler and assesses a child's ability for conservation

(the ability to realize that properties such as vreight,

volume, etc., remain constant despite transformations such

as shape or position). The manual for the kit explains

in detail the psychometrics of the test. Three forms of

the test are available and form A was used in the present

study. This consists of six conservation problems vrhich

include; tx.'o-dimensional space, number, substance, con-

tinuous quantity , weight and discontinuous quantity.

2. The second measure of cognitive development

was taken from the work of Ellen Kofsky and concerns

inclusion or classification skills. Inhelder and Piaget

postulated 11 partially ordered steps tovxard learning

this skill vjhich range from ^i- to 9 years of age. Kofsky

used tests which demonstrated six different levels of

difficulty of classificatory logic (the tasks at each

step significantly different, at p of .0^, from the

preceding step). Three of these steps occur dui'ing the

age levels of the present study and were used as measures

of cognitive progress. This includes the following:



ao ".oca grasp of the elemontaTj relations among objects

and classes in a hierarchy Includln,? the knowledge that

an object can bslong to more than one class , , . which v;as

demonstrated by (a inajoritj'- of the six-year olds")

J

b, "consearvation of hierarchy and reclassification,

which were perforriied successfully by most of the seven- •

year olds"; anrl c. "Imovrledge of inclusion v/hich was

apparent in most of the nine-year olds" (Kofsky, p, 199)*

The actual tasks involve a subject's ability to correctly

manipulate a set of geometric blocks, "The blocks were

1 inch thick and hc-.d b, plane surface of approximately

4 square inches in area. The plane surfaces were either

square s circular, or triangular and the colors of the

blocks were usually blue, red, green or yellot-r, . , , During

the testing procedure each of the 11 tasks was administered

in random order to individual subjects to control for the

effects of learning." (Kofsky, p. 19^-). The actual admini-

stration tms the same as presented by Kofsky except all of

the tasks were presented in the same order to each subject,

3. The final measure given to each subject ^^as

a sociometrlc status procedure similar to that employed

by KcCandless in 1957 Vvith a retest after six weeks, T)iis

procedure involves shovring each child a picture of his

class and asking him to show vrhich three children he likes

most and likes least. Tliis procedure was modified and

supplemented by questions attempting to ascertain reaction

to present field, the basis of friendship in terms
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of reciprocity, and individual autonomy. The following
r

conditions relative to the other children would represent

imiiiatuxe socialization: Instability of friendships

(based on retest), lack of interpersonal awareness or ego~

centricity (based on hoi'? v^ell aware the child is of others

feelings), and lack of individual autonomy (determined

by basis of friendship and vrhether it is reciprocal).

Each child was seen individually and shown pictures of his

classmates. The experimenter then said: "These are

pictures of your class, do you recognize them? Can you

show me some of your friends?" Then for scoring purposes:

"Can you show me the three friends you like the best?

Which one of those do you like the very best? VTny? How

long have you knovm him (or her)? Where did yo^^ meet

him (or her)? Can you name all the children in the

pictaire? V/hich boy do you think most of the kids like

the best? And vxhich girl do you think most kids like the

best?" The first question ("Can you show me the three

friends you like best?") was repeated in a retest after

six weeks.

SccTin2_. For the purpose of the present study the conser-

vation and the classification measures were scored by

ranking the subjects according to the number of errors

committed on each of the tasks. Thus, each of the sub-

jects received tv?o rankings, one for the number of errors

on the conservation task and one for the number of errors

on the classification task. For ties a mean rank was
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assigned for each group of tied indiTiduals. :

•
. The popularity measure was obtained by count-

ing ho'v'7 often a child vras chosen by the subjects as one

of the three children in the class they liked the best.

Scores were assigned to each subject according to how

often he v?as chosen. These scores were then ranked as

vj-ith the other measures.

From the questions concerning socialization each

subject vas ranked five times. The criteria for ranking

were as follows:

1. Reason for choosing best friend (Reason).

2. Stability of friendships (Stability).

- 3« Numbers of names of the children in the class

that vfere not knovm (Names Not Knovm).

4. Matching of friends chosen with each other

(Con^ruency )

.

5» Ability to choose childi-en which other children

like the best. (Popularity Perception,

)

The scoring methods for these five measures is

described in the follovjing paragraphs.

1. Scores in the reason criteria were achieved by

grouping the reasons given by the children into three

categories; impersonal, personal, and interpersonal. The

impersonal category was usually a fact of circumstance

such as being a cousin or living on a farm. The personal

category includes personal action such as playing with

another child and the interpersonal category includes
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reasons which show aviareness of the other child, e.g.,

he's nice or he*s fun to play with. The subjects were

given scores of 1, 2, or 3 depending upon which group

they were placed into.

2. For the stability measure scores, the subjects

were grouped according to the number of friends on re test

which were the same as on the initial testing, 0, 1, 2,

or 3.

3. The scoring for the names not knom item was

achieved by grouping the children according to the number

of children in their individual classes whose names were

not known and assigning a score equal to the number not

known. A correction was made for the small differences

In classroom size.

4. The congruency scoring was obtained by counting

the number of matches between the six friends chosen by

an individual and the friends v/hich chose that Individual

as one of their six friends (three on initial testing and

three on retesting). The Individuals vrere then scored

according to the number of matches (0-6),

5. The scoring for the popularity perception measure

was achieved from the answers to the questions concerning

vrtiich boy and which girl a subject thought the other child

ren in the class liked the best. A subject's choices for

this question were compared with the actual popularity

rankings. Rankings then proceeded according to the dif-

ferences between the most popular and the one perceived



as most popular for each subject. The highest ranking

was accorded to the subjects v;hose choices for being

most popular were In fact the most popular.

It was planned, originally, to rank the subjects

according to how they stated they met the child which

they liked the best but almost every child replied that

they simply met at school. The same applies to the length

of the friendship. These criteria were not included in

the data analysis.

In each of the five scored categories the sub-

jects were ranlced according to their scores. As before,

a mean rank was assigned to tied individuals.



CHAPTER III

BSSULTS

The data for analysis consist of several

rankings of eighty-one sub;jects in four classes of school

(kindergarten, first, second, and third grade). There is

the ranking on the popularity msas\ire, the conservation

task, the classification task, and the five measures of

socialization. It vms proposed that the subjects' perfor-

mances for all measures should improve in a similar manner

as a factor of age throughout the five to nine year age-

range. In order to examine this hypothesis, the following

procedures were followed. First the population distribu-

tions for each measure except popularity were compared

across grades. The Kruskal-Wallls test, a non-parametric

"analysis of variance by ranlcs" as described in Hays, I963,

was used to compare the population distribution of the

various rankings in four classrooms. This is shovm in

Table 1 where H is referred to a chi-square distribution

with 3 degrees of freedom (Hays, I963).

• - '
. . i , «

. ,

.

*** p < .01
** p < .05

•

* p< .10
These represent significance levels for all tables used
in this study.
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TABLE I

KRUSKAL-WALLIS COI-IPARISONS OP POPULATION DISTRIBUTION FOR

ALL RANKINGS ACROSS GRADE LEVEL.

Classification H = 'B^.'iE*** n —

Conservation H = 29. 18*^** Names Not
Known H = 22.19***

Reason H = 16.77***

Congruency H = 9.^9**

Popularity-
Perception H = 2i}..80***

Thus, all measures crccpt the nsasure of stability are

significant and suggest that the distributions of the

various measures are not the same for each group.

Stability approached significance vjith p < .25. Further,

the comparison of grade means, as shown in Table 2,

demonstrate progressive gains from kindergarten through

the third grade for all means except popularity percep-

tion and congruency. All other rankings become pro-

gressively higher with successive grades (the rank of 1

being the highest possible).



; . TABLE 2 '

_

MEAN RANKS FOR EACH MEASURE AT EACH GRADE LEVEL.

-

K 1 2 3

Classification 63.0 21.6

Conservation 63.8 33.^ 26.2

Stability 51.1 37.9 37.6 37.5

Names Not Known 62.2 36.3 35.2 30.9

Reason 56.1 ^3.0 39.7 26.0

Congruency ^7.9 ^8.3 ^0.3 28.6

Popularity Perception 5k.

1

23.7 32.1 53.0

For congruency, the deviation is that in kinder-

garten and first grade the kindergarten mean is ,k of a

rank above the mean for the first grade. Essentially, this

Eieasure progresses as expected. A possible explanation

for the unexpected means for popularity perception is

presented in the discussion section of the paper.

At this point, it has been shovm that all of the

measures examined, except popularity perception, generally

progress from grade to grade and that the distribution .

of the scores compared across grades are not equal.

In order to obtain a measure of socialization

which vrould have a larger base of information, the rankings

for stability, names not known, reason and congruency xrere

combined into a single measure. The four ranks for each
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Individual v/ere summed and the resulting combined scores

were themselves ranked. The mean socialization ranks for

each grade are sho^m in Tabic 3. Popularity perception

was not included in the measure of socialization since it

vras obviously measuring something different than the four

measures v;hich were used.

TABI^; 3

MEAN RANKS FOR EACH GRADE OF THE SOCIALIZATION MEASURE.

Grade

K . 1 2 3

Socialization 6^.20 ^1.^? 36.26 23. 21

As can be seen from the mean scores for socializa-

tion, conservation and classification, the neasures

progress in a similar manner from grade to grade.

Figure 2 belov; illustrates this similarity.
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MAN RANKS OF THE TliREE C03NITIVE

GRADES
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For each measure (conservation, classification,

and socialization) there is a progressive improvement from

kindergarten through the third grade « Utilization of

Dunn's technique of "Multiple Comparisons Using Ranlc Sums"

demonstrates that the majority of the differences between

successive grades, for each measure, reach significance

(Dunn, 1964). V/hen classes which are two grades apart,

rather than one, are compared, the differences are all

significant. For example, the rank sums for the conserva-

tion measure in kindergarten and first grade are signifi-

cantly different (Table , .

Kendall's tau with ties was employed as a rank-

order correlation method and was used to examine the

relations among the consei-vation, classification and
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TABLE k

COMPARING GRADE LEVEL MEANS TO ADJACENT GRADE LEVEL MEANS

FOR EACH MEASURE.

Grades Compared

Kl 12 23

Conservation 3.13*** 1.17 l.OJ^

Classification 2.21** 1.65** 1.78**

Socialization 3.06-!*** .67 1.80** •

for z- scores
slg. *** .01

.05

socialization measures. (Hays, I963). Table 5 shows the

significance of the relationships among the three cogni-

tive measures. All three coefficients are significant at

the lOl level on a normal distribution.

TABLE 5

KENDALL'S TAU GOEPPICIENTS FOR THE THREE COGNITIVE MEASURES.

Socialization-Conservation

Socialization-Classification

Consen/ation-Classiflcatlon

,26**

,47***
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While these tau coefficients are all significant,

the meaning of this significance may "be artificial because

comparisons of the three measures with grade in school

also have very significant tau coefficients as shown in

Table 6.

TABLE 6

KENDALL'S TAU COEFFICIENTS COMPARING COGNITIVE MEASURES

WITH GRADE IN SCHOOL

Socialization and Grade ,2j,8«**

Classification and Grade

Conservation and Grade .50***

V/hile this once again shows the similarity in

function of the tliree measures, it also suggests that the

correlation coefficients of their interrelations may only

reflect their mutual relations with grade in school. If

the rank-order correlations among measures are considered,

within grade level rather than across grade level, the

levels of correlations are much smaller. This is shovm in

Table ?. Here, the coefficients among measures are smaller

and only in the first grade do they conslstantly reach

significance. For the children in the first grade class-

room socialization correlates with a coefficient of .25

with conservation and with a coefficient of .31 with classi-

fication. The former is significant at .05 and the latter

is significant at .01.
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TABLE 7

KENDALL'S TAU COEFFICIENTS FOR RELATIONS AMONG COGNITIVE

MEASURES WITHIN GRADES.

Grade Level Cognitive Measiires

Socialization & Classification Socialization
Conservation & Conservation & Classification

K .046 .31** .035

1 .25** .36*** .31***

2 -.017 .21 .080

3 .37*-*» .10 -.081

Socialization appears to function similarly to

conservation and classification throughout the preceding

statistical procedures. However, their actual relation-

ships to each other are relatively minimal when measures

are compared within each grade.

Kendall's tau was also used in order to examine

the hypothesis that cognitive development would vary

directly with popularity. Table 8 lists the rank-order

coefficients for popularity compared with each of the cog-

nitive measures in each of the four grades. The levels

of significance were determined by z-scores corrected for

continuity as suggested by Hays In I963. As can be seen,

all the coefficients are in the predicted direction but

the relation of popularity to conservation or classlflca-
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tion appears to be relatively minor. The relation between

socialization and popularity is consistant and reaches

significance. During the first grade the correlation co-

efficient reaches a high of .60.

TABLE 8

KENDALL'S TAU WITHIN GRADE COEFFICIENTS FOR POPULARITY

RANKINGS AND THREE COGNITIVE IffiASURES.

Grade Measure with Popularity

Socialization Conservation Classification

K .11 .13 .27*

1 .60*** .29* .13

2 .Zf7«** .07 .05

3 .25* .16 .15

Hypothesis I . It was stated that the development of peer

relations would parallel that of physical concept develop-

ment. A socialization measure was constructed from four

measures to reflect the course of social development. Each

of the four measures (stability, congruency, names not

known, and reason) which vrere combined for the socializa-

tion measure shovred significantly different distributions

(using the ICcuskal-Wallls "analysis of variance") across

grade level and their means demonstrated progressively

higher rankings from kindergarten through the third grade.
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The two physical concept measures are also significant

when submitted to the Kruskal-Wallis analysis. Further, .

using Dunn's method of multiple comparisons to compare rank

sums "between grades, six of nine comparisons are signifi-

cant when comparing groups one grade apart and all com-

parisons are significant if the groups are two or three

grades apart. Thus, the progressive gain in skill as a

result of age, for each measure, is significantly shown.

Hypothesis II . The affective quality of a subject's peer

relations was hypothesized to be an independent variable

directly affecting his progress in cognitive development.

Ranking by popularity was used as a measure of the af-

fective quality of a subject's peer relations. Kendall's

tau was used to compute rank-order correlations between

popularity and the three measures of cognition. Popularity

appeared closely related to socialization but minimally

related to conservation or classification. Rank-order

correlations between the measures of cognition and the

measure of socialization are significant if taken across

grades but other than the coefficients of the first grade,

significance is limited.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The socialization msasure of this study was

derived frora the combination of four measures, each of

which consisted of one piece of information (reason for

friendship, stability of friendships, names of children

in class not knovm, and reciprocity or congruency of

friendships). Originally, a fifth measure (popularity

perception) had been planned for inclusion in the socializa-

tion measure. However, while the first grade subjects

received a higher mean ranking than the kindergarten class

(23.7 to 5^.1), the second and third grades received

progressively lower rankings than the first grade (32.1 and

53^0 ). The lovjer the number is, the higher the rank.

A possible explanation for the unexpected results

concerning popularity perception would be that as child-

ren become more adept with interpersonal perception, they

become more demanding of reciprocity in friendship. Thus,

as the data in Appendix A shovr, there is much more agree-

ment as to which children are liked the best in the first

grade. This declines in the second and third grades,

possibly because the children v/ho are so popular in the

first grade cannot be close friends reciprocally with all

35
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the children who like them. Therefore, in these later,

grades "best friend" choices are spread-out over more

children. The measure of popularity in the present .

study does not reflect this interaction correctly for

inclusion in the socialization measure.

The first hypothesis, that the development of

socialization v^ould closely parallel that of physical

concept development, received very significant support

from the present study. All three measures rise pro-

gressively from kindergarten through the third grade and •

show significant differences from grade to grade. Further,

as Figure 1 has shoxm, the mean ranks of the three measiires

are extremely similar from grade to grade.

The second hypothesis that cognitive progress

will vary with quality of a subject's peer relations, is

not as clearly supported by the data. Rank-order correla-

tions are quite significant when popularity and socializa-

tion are considered. However, x^hen the rank-order correla-

tions betv;een popularity and conservation or classifica-

tion are considered two of the six resulting coefficients

show a significant but minimal result. Indirect effects

of popularity by v/ay of its effects upon socialization

might be derived from correlations between socialization

and conservation and classification. The correlations

betvreen the three measures themselves are highly signifi-

cant if taken across grades but significant results are

primarily limited to the first grade if the correlations

are taken within grades. All three measures, as would be
'
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expected, correlate highly with grade in school and the

relationship between the meastJres, across grades, may

result from each of their relationships with age.

Therefore , it might be concluded that social

awareness appears quite significantly related to this •

measure of popularity but that neither popularity nor

socialization have an important relation with the develop-

ment of physical concepts. However, this latter state-

ment must be modified in view of the tau correlations of

.25 betvreen socialization and conservation and of .31

between socialization and classification—both at the

first grade level. The latter coefficient is significant

at .01 on the table of normal probabilities and the former

is significant at .05.

There are other considerations affecting these

correlations which should be considered. First adminis-

trative differences are important. The three measures of

this study obtained their information in different manners.

The conservation measure contained forced choice questions,

the classification measure contained both forced choice

and open-ended questions, and the socialization questions

simply solicited information rather than presenting

problems and asking questions. Further, if the data In

Appendix A are examined, it can be seen that only in the

first grade is there a wide distribution of scores within

each measure—particularly the measure for conservation.

In kindergarten nearly all the children miss every item
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of the conservation measure and already in the second

grade the subjects are successfully ansv^erlng most of

the items. Thus, the comparisons of socialization and

classification measures, vfhich appear to span a broader

age range, with conserration are possibly distorted be-

cause at any but the first grade they are being compared

with the extreme ends of the conservation measure where

there is a very narrow range of differences.

Thus, it viould be expected that the most likely

grade for significant correlations would be the first

grade and such is the case. The importance of these cor-

relations is that Piaget propose's that the various cogni-

tive skills gained in this age range reflect an underlying

whole which, in part, determines these cognitive changes.

The learning principles of behaviorism would predict more

independent development. An argument might be put forth

that only in the first grade are the correlations among

measures significant and that even then the coefficients

are small. An answer in support of a Piagetian view would

be that first, the fact that the significant results are

found only at the first grade may be partially an artifact

of the measures employed and that second, the interrela-

tions among socialization, conservation and classification

should decline after about the age of eight. These are

circumscribed skills \7hich can be learned in their

totality at this age and not open-ended skills vrhich will

be continually extended for years. Thus, the independent
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variables and the relations among the skills themseIves

will function as such only while the skills are coming

into "being.

Thus, the hypothesis that cognitive development

will vary dlrect3.y with the affective quality of peer

relations receives varying amounts of support depending

upon hovi the question is approached. If the current

measure of socialization is accepted as a reflective

measure of cognition (vjhich the data concerning the first

hypothesis appear to support), then at least on this par-

ticular measure the second hypothesis receives significant

support with the follovjing correlations between popularity

and socialization: kindergarten, .11; first grade, ,60*'-^*

second grade, .^l?^:^-'"^---; and third grade, .25* (first and

second grades significant at .01 and third grade signifi-

cant at .10). Direct evidence for the interrelationship

of popularity with either conservation or classification

was limited.

Age appears to show much greater influence as a

common denominator with Kendall's tau correlations between

grade and cognitive measures being .^8 for grade and .

socialization, .^7 for grade and classification and .50

for grade and conservation. All are significant at .01

on the tables of normal probabilities. The closeness of

these figures also lends further support to the first

hypothesis.

There are two other possible artifacts v/hich have



not been mentioned at this point. First, the order in

which tho tasks vrere presented regained constant for all

subjects. This nay have raiowed ordering effects to affect

the data. Second, tise of more or best occurred in all

three measures which could lend a certain amount of

coinmonality to the scores.

There are several implications in this study vjhich

occur to the author.

First, in the area of theories of child development,

what are the iraplications of the present findings? There

does indeed appear to be a qusilitative change at

about 7 years of age in the manner in which a child thinks.

Further this change demonstrates many of the qualities

which Piaget has described as grouping of structure.

Age was the common strongest common factor with the

three measures in the present study. Popularity appeared

significantly related to the three measures in the

first grade but in general the effects on conservation

and classification of popularity were slight, TT'To possible

conclusions would be either that (1) the popularity

measure was not indicative of the amount of peer inter-

action a child experiences or that (2) the amount of peer

interaction, which forces a child to examine his o^m

contentions, affects physical development in only a minor

capacity, I believe the popularity measure was consistent

with Piaget's proposals and the 3.atter conclusion is con-

sistent vrith the present data and with Piaget's theories.



'fhe tormer conclusion would be open to experinsntal

investisatlon and could be checked. .
' - -

Second, in the area of education, It appears that

the best v/ay to learn awareness of others is by having

active exposure with others. If in fact this is something

that is learned, it is an area that foraial education is

often accused of hampering. Highly structured non-inter-

active classes during the early ages would appear to dis-

courage this typs of growth c At later ages and different

levels of cognitive grovrth this would be expected to also

hold true. On the other hand, cin'rently popular exercises

such as "show anil tell" v?ould appear to encourage indi-

vidual autonoioy and avrareness. Further, currently popular

schools such as prototypes of Summerhill would develop

socialization to the furthest degree. However, it also

appears that the effects of peer interaction upon other

areas of cognition are limited and for learning these

other concepts, it appears that direct exposvire to them

is necessary,

, The third area for vrhich the present data has im-

plication& is that of psychotherapy. It would appear

that group therapy before the age of six would not have

therapeutic advantages. During the ages when concrete

operations are being gained, careful consideration might

be given to the use of peer groups in which peer inter-

actions were encouraged. Ifeny children are seen in

clinics during this age range because of difficulties



experienoed in adapting to the pupil role. The socializa-

tion process which peer interaction appears to aid (from

data in the present experiment) vrould appear to be a

benefit to the child at this age. The social skills

learned at this age would obviously be very useful vrith

regard to the child fitting into a classroom situa.tion.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

Eighty-one children from one classroom each of

kindergarten, first, second and third grades were

ranked on measures of popularity and cognitive and
"

social development. The measure of social development

was developed for this study and consisted of combined

ratings from the following four measures: reason for

friendship, stability of friendship, names not known, and

congruency of friendships. The tvxo measures of physical ,

concept development were measures of conservation and

classification.

Piaget proposes that during the grades studied,

physical and social concepts are closely related to each

other and are parallel in their development. He also

proposes that various systems of cognition are becoming

Interconnected during this period and that peer interaction

is a causal force helping to bring about this qualitative

change in cognition.

Tv70 hypotheses, based on Piaget 's formulations,

were examined. The first hypothesis was that peer rela-

tions develop in a manner parallel to the development of

physical concepts. This hypothesis was significantly

43



supported in the present study. Both cognitive and social

skills progress from kindergarten through the third grade

in a similar manner.

The second hypothesis v.-as that a child's cognitive

development would he directly affected by the quality of a

child's peer relations. Popularity rankings were used to

Judge the quality of a child's peer relations. Popularity

was found to be closely related to social development but

its relation to physical concept development was rela-

tively minor.
^

Implications regarding theories of cognitive

development, education and psychotherapy were briefly

discussed. .
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APPENDIX A

Scored Data For Each Grade

Kindergarten: Scores

Subject Conservation Classification Socialization

1 12 9 4?
2 12 10 80
3 10 9 51
k 12 . 8 78
5 12 9 52.5
6 12 10 -71
7 12 3 65.5
8

^ 12 10 63
9 12 10 70
10 12 8 56
11 12 8 67.5
12 12 10 76
13 12 . 10 67.5
1^ 12 11 73.5
15 12 9 58
16 2 7 75
17 12 8 60.5
18 2 9 29
19 12 6 6^
20 0 5 79

^5
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Scores

First Grade:

Subjects Conservation Classification Socialization

1 2 2 65.5

2 0 5 73.5

3 0 5 35

k 12 10 36

5 8
. 9 60.5

6 0 2 24

7 0 7 54

8 12 8 48.5

9 2 10 69

10 0 9 23

11 10 3 25

12 0 2 17

13 10 10 77

14 4 8 12

15 10 7 30

16 0 3 3

17 2 6 10.5

18 12 5 43.5

19 12 9 81
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Scores

Second Grade

:

Subjects Conservation Classification Socialization

1 7 3 CO

2 0 2 52.5

3 2 7

«»' 12 5 37

5 0 0 31

6 0 39

7 2 6 22

8 2 5 62

9 2 7 57

10 0 3

11 12 O 42

12 0 4-0

13 2 9 43.5

0 2 5

15 0 8 2.

16 0 5 55

17 2 if 15

18 0 5 ^8.5

19 8 1 33

20 2 5 46

21 0 6 38
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Scores

Third Grade:

Subjects Conservation Classification Socialization

1 2 6 1^

2 0 7 7.5

3 0 5 41

0 3 9

5 0 ^ 1

6 2 0 21

7 1 0 26.5
.

8 0 1 32
.

9 0 1 72

10 0 3 .7.;; 7.5

11 2 5 19

12 0 3

13 0 2 6

1^ 0 0 13

15 12 i^ 50

16 0 1 10.5

1? 0 1

18 5 18

19 2 2 26.5

20 0 3 16

21 6 6 59
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Kindergarten J
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Subjects

1 18
2 18

10
I \k

1
13
19

7 13
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9 11
10 5
11 11
12 8
13 15
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10

16 11
17
18 3
19 12
20 16
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3 1 2 11.5
0 2 3 5.5

'

3 1 3 12
1 1 3 12
1 3 2 8 12
1 2 2 5 8
1 ^ 3 8 8
0 3 2 9
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APPENDIX B

Statistical Prooeduros

Three statistical procedures were employed in the present

study,

1, Kruskal-Wallis "Ajaalysis of Variance" by ranks. The

procedure is explained in Statistics for Psychologists by

Hays in 19^3 » It is described as being a generalization

of the Kann-Whltney method. The null hypothesis is that

j population distributions are not identical. The entire

set of scores are ranked and ",,,the sum of ranks for each

particular group j is found, and designated Tj, The value

of T is the sum of these rank sums ,,, (then) " (p. 638,

Hays, 1963)

T = N(N-H),

"For large samples, a fairly good approximate test for

identical populations is given by,,," (p. 638,

Hays, 1963)
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If ties are involved in the ranljs, as in the present

study, the value of H "be divided by-

Sura of

i\f3 " w

H is referred to as Chi-squared distribution with j-1

degrees of freedom.

2, Kendall's Tau with Ties, 'Phis procedure is also

explained in Hays (1963). Rather than finding a correlation

coefficient, such as the Spearman rank-»order correlation

coefficient, the computation of tau depends upon "the

number of inversions in order for pair of individuals in

the two rankings,,,. When tvio ranlvings are identical, no

inversions in order exist. On the other hand, when one

ranking is exactly the reverse of the other, and inversion

exists for each pair of individuals},,. If the two rank-

ings agree,,, for as many pairs as they disagree about (,)

the tendency for the tvro rank orders to agree or disagree

should be exactly zero" (p. 6'4? ^ Hays, I963),

tau = 1 - ^(^^^TP^Q^r of Inveraions)
number of pairs of objects

Hays (1963) considers this method ",, .advantageous when

ties exist in the data..." (p, 650), When ties exist,

Kendall suggests using the follovjing denominator

(
WOi - ) ( Bfll. T^

)
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The test for significance involves finding a z-score

which must be corrected for continuity as described in

Kendall (1962). Specific instructions for finding the

numerator in the above equations and the equations for

the significance test with ties are extensive and Hays

should be consulted (Hays, I963),

3. Multiple Comparisons Usir^ Rank Sums. This procedure

is described in volume 6 of Technome tries (Dunn, 1964),

This procedure involves finding the average rank for the

two groups being compared, and dividing the differences

between the two ranks by the standard deviation corrected

for ties. This yields a z-score. The formula for the

variance is

variance-j^2 = N(M+1) - Sum (t3-t) 1 ^
12 12(N-1) ^1'^ no'
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